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**Abstract:** Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) offer improved utility and lower infrastructure costs than is the case for conventional infrastructure wireless networks. As with mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) a WMN will use a multi-hop routing strategy to extend the wireless service area across a large geographical space. The WMNs avoids the low performance and difficult management of a MANET by the presence of a high-speed back-haul network. The back-haul network uses dedicated high-bandwidth wireless routers to optimize network performance and provide gateways to the wired Internet and other wireless services. Ensuring the security of a WMN requires special care. The large service area presents many locations from which an adversary may monitor or attack the network. Multi-hop routing strategies present new threats in which an outsider can render much of the whole network inoperational. In this talk we will discuss the threats posed to the security of WMNs and the work we are undertaking to secure WMNs against attack using modified MAC layer protocols.